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Community choirs are wonderfully diverse and no two choirs will be the same, even if
conducted by the same person. I know this as I conduct six choirs myself! The
Community Choirs repertoire pack offers a wide variety of songs that I use with my own
choirs, from tongue-twister rounds and catchy folk songs to fun, pop song arrangements
and uplifting gospel music.

Camptown Races* is a book of ten traditional songs for equal or flexible voices. These
songs work well with an upper voice choir but many of the songs work equally well if
you have tenors and basses. Simply give them the tune whilst the sopranos sing the
second line down and the altos, the bottom line. This will sound better than trying to give
the tenors and basses the bottom line.

One of my favourite songs from this book is the Polish folksong, Szła Dzieweczka
(Once a Pretty Girl Went Walking). I start by teaching the chorus in three parts before
moving on to the verse, teaching just the tune to everyone, in English. Sometimes that’s
all I have time to do and that’ll still make for a great performance piece. If time allows, I’ll
add the harmonies and some Polish! I often perform this piece with verse 1 in English
and verse 1 again, in Polish. It’s such a fun song which gets everyone swaying and
even dancing in the chorus!

O Lux Beata was written with flexibility in mind and it's a great book for choirs of varying
forces. Don’t be scared of experimenting with the songs: teach everyone everything; try
different voices singing different parts; mix up your singers so you have some sopranos,
altos and baritones on each part.

I’ve done Circle March with every choir I’ve ever conducted, from children to adults. I
particularly like teaching this song because the choir can learn it very quickly, by rote.
They don’t get bogged down by the music which looks more complex than it really is
(it’s really just a verse and round with an ostinato or two). Many a concert has been
started off with my choir walking on stage, marching to the pulse and singing this song.

Build a Bridge is a collection of songs inspired by the gospel tradition. They are
wonderfully uplifting and a joy to sing. They are written for SATB but I’ve performed a



number of them without the bass part. If you have an accompanist, they will pad out the
parts (there are chords with each song) so you could even just pick out the tune in the
verse and add a bit of harmony in the chorus if your choir isn't ready to sing all the parts.

One of the most powerful songs I’ve ever come across is I Believe which has become a
firm favourite in a number of my choirs and often gets used for Remembrance Day
events. I usually teach it SAT (when accompanied) and we work hard on conveying the
meaning of the song through diction, expression and dynamics.

Jean Harlow is now standard repertoire within SfP and widely used. Written mainly for
SATB (with some SAB and some additional voice splits), this book is for choirs that are
ready for something a bit more challenging. There are still some wonderful pieces within
the book that can be sung flexibly, if your choir doesn't sing SATB, as well as one of the
best gathering songs of all time (Jean Harlow) that makes for a brilliant audience
participation piece! I often use the chorus of this song to encourage my singers to
harmonise. The chords are very simple and it allows singers to get really creative.

I hope you enjoy using these books as much as I do. Happy singing!

*Please note that the title song, Camptown Races is no longer used by Sing for Pleasure or any of my
choirs because of its inherent cultural appropriation. SfP is working to remove the song from its
publications catalogue.


